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JULY / AUGUST 2017 

A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 

Welcome to the later than expected July issue of the Romsey Modeller. 

And so, we did it for a second time. Our annual show was a roaring success, for our visitors, traders and attending 
clubs alike. We also made some money for our chosen charity, Simon Says. 

In addition, it was enjoyable for our club members helping out on the day too. Without their help, we couldn’t 
get anywhere near the quality of service we managed throughout the event. This year, Friday set up went very 
well (aside from me forgetting a key…) and a hiccup with Sean being involved in a road traffic accident on the 
way to the hall. Incredibly when I finally spoke to Sean later Friday evening, and with compete disregard for his 
own wellbeing and with good humour said “it’s okay, the kits are fine!!” Glad to know you emerged unscathed 
Sean from the carnage that was your MG Rover!  

On Saturday, it couldn’t have gone smoother. Most had a job to do, those that didn’t, asked for something. The 
feedback we had during the day was all positive, credit for that goes to everyone that lent a hand, whether that 
was for setup,  during the event, or breakdown. Special thanks must go to Luke, Malcolm and Andy, the three 
chefs that manned the kitchen all day (with some assistance from Mike) - who performed outstandingly well, 
keeping everyone fed and watered.  Of course, I can’t forget Lee, Will, Richard, Chris, Brian, Dale, Karl, Len, David, 
Pat, Dave, Mark, Keith, and lastly Tony whose help we cannot do without! Thanks also to the visiting clubs and 
traders that helped to complete our show and provide much to gaze in awe at, be inspired by, and be tempted 
to buy. Many of the models on display were superb. 

 

Life goes on, as in August we’ve two shows that the club are attending, both in just the next few weeks. Next 
month we’ll have Model For Heroes patron, Malcolm Childs visiting the main meeting for a chat about his charity. 
We’re also going to squeeze a visit into to Armourtek one evening soon. 

Trying to fit any modelling in just now, is nigh on impossible. My current bike build has stalled (no pun) and I’m 
attempting to get something new completed for Telford, which is now only 15 weeks away!  What direction I go 
in I’m uncertain of, but I’m determined to finish something. Watch this space…. 

Keep enjoying our wonderful hobby… 

Paul 

Club President 

NEXT MONTH 

Due to the late release of this issue of the Romsey Modeller to allow coverage of our show and 
holidays, this edition will cover August as well as July. Normal service will be resumed in September. 
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This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a group of plastic modellers based in Southern Hampshire. 
We cater for all modelling genres and skill levels from beginners to well-seasoned gurus. 

We meet on the 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of the month from 8pm to 10pm in Ampfield, Hampshire, where 
we often run workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat about our hobby. 
We also attend most of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s completed projects. 

We have an open door policy so if you want to  sample how we can help you get more out of your hobby 
or just come and have a friendly discussion (tea and biscuits provided) please feel free to turn up – see 
the last page for details or visit our web site 

www.romseymodellers.co.uk 
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CLUB NEWS  

BOSCOMBE DOWN AVIATION COLLECTION MODEL SHOW – SUNDAY AUGUST 6TH 2017 

This event is just two weeks away as I write, a local event we haven’t done before (surprisingly), which should 
provide a good platform for us to promote the club. We have just a small table booked, 6 foot of double depth 
space, which means just one cloth and a Perspex stand or two to take along!  

The show is being held at the Boscombe Down Aviation Museum at Old Sarum. Further event details can be 
found on the Museum website, IPMS website, or you could contact Mark Husband.  

 

IPMS AVON SHOW –  SUNDAY AUGUST 13T H 2017 

Our second show in August is one of the best one day events in the country. The show boasts 23 traders, 5 
wargaming clubs plus 3 traders and 55 model clubs in attendance to date. 

We have 12 foot of space, which I believe will be ample space to put on a great display of work from the club.  
As far as I know currently, Russell, Mark, Lee and Paul are certainly attending. We’ll discuss final arrangements 
for both shows at the early August meeting.  

More info at; http://www.ipmsavon.org.uk/shows.php 

MODELS FOR HEROES  

Malcolm Childs will be along for the main August 
meeting (16th) to provide a presentation on the work 
of his new charity which supports ex-service men and 
women’s rehabilitation. The aim of the charity is to 
provide means for individuals to regain mobility and 
dexterity through the actions of making models. 
Simple really, but it’s already proving to be a great 
initiative. Malcolm’s talk will last around 20-25 
minutes with time for questions after. 

 

NON ART COMPETITION JULY 19TH 2017 

Some bright spark had the idea of having a competiton which would exclude 3 of the main manufacturers kits, 
those being, Airfix, Revell and Tamiya. Little did we know what choas was to follow!! Entries were at an 
unprecidented level for a mid year contest – we had 29 in all. The quality of completed models on the tables 
ably demonstrated that you could look around to some largely unknown manufacturers and find excellent kits 
and subjects to model. This made judging a winner very difficult, so much so that 15 of the entries received a 
first place vote!!  

In the end there was a winner, well two in fact! As a result we had a third place winner…..two of those as well! 
Yes,  in a club first, we had joint winners and joint third place finishers! This of course led to the situation of only 
having one trophy to hand over to the two winners….and we didn’t have enough certificates either. It’s a 
conspiracy I tell you! 

Congratulations to both Ray Broadbent (Billy Boy) and Luke Hayes (There She Blows) for getting the win, to Luke 
(Keeping the Lights on) and Andy James (M4 Tractor) for their joint third place. Amid the mayhem….commended 
went to Dave Pogson’s caunter attack diorama.  

A fantastic competition, one we will repeat in four years time.  

Next competition is the annual one, November 15th.  

Next years manufacturer theme competition is…..Airfix. The contest will be held during the main meeting on 
May 16th 2018 

http://www.ipmsavon.org.uk/shows.php
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Ray Broadbent receives join first place and the trophy from Paul for Bully Boy 

  
Luke Hayes receives joint first place and (a Photoshopped )  trophy from Paul for There She Blows 

 
The model laden table 
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VOTING 

Entry No Entrant Model Title 1st’s (3 pts) 2nd’s (2 pts) 3rd’s (1 pts Total points Placing 

1 Mark Husband AEC Matador I I II 7 J 8th 

2 Andy James Scammell Pioneer I II  7 7th 

3 Karl Scammell Givat Haem I I II 7 J 8th 

4 Andy James M4 Tractor II II II 12 BRONZE 

5 David Downhill Armstrong Chitworth     - 

6 Dave Pogson Caunter Attack! I IIII  11 COMM 

7 Ray Broadbent Billy Boy IIII I II 16 GOLD 

8 Sean Summers MIG 3 I   3 J 12th 

9 Luke Hayes There she blows IIII I II 16 GOLD 

10 Nigel Robins Daimler A/C   I 1 J 19th 

11 Luke Hayes Ham & Jam     - 

12 Luke Hayes Keeping the Lights on II II II 12 BRONZE 

13 Nigel Robins Tempest II  I I 3 15th 

14 Sean Summers T6 I II I 8 5th 

15 Steve Lidstone Deinonychus  I  2 J 16th 

16 Dave Pogson R-1 IBS     - 

17 Dave Pogson Jasta 30 Albatros I I II 7 J 8th 

18 Russ Eden Bayonetta VW Van   I 1 J 19th 

19 Russ Eden Repent I   3 J 12th 

20 Chris Phillips Scania 940  I  2 J 16th 

21 Nick Burden DAF 3600 I  II 5 11th 

22 Dave O’Meara Roman Troops     - 

23 Chris Phillips Elvis…..!  I  2 J 16th 

24 Dave O’Meara ECU Cannon     - 

25 Les Stephenson Crusader III     - 

26 Les Stephenson SMA     - 

27 Will Booth Martin B-10     - 

28 Will Booth Sweet Sixteen II  I 7 6th 

29 Lee Gilbert Black Rock Lexus I   3 J 12th 

 

PHOTOS 

  

Joint 3rd – Andy James’s M5 Tractor Joint 3rd Luke Hayes’s Keep the Lights On 
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Commended : Dave Pogson’s Caunter Attack Will Booth’s Sweet Sixteen 

  

Andy James’ Scammel Pioneer Mark Husband.s Matador 

  
Karl Scammell’s Givat Haem Dave Pogson’s Jasta 30 Albatros 

  

Nick Burden DAF 3600 Lee Gilbert Black Rock Lexus 
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THE ROMSEY SCALE MODEL SHOW 2017 
TONY ADAMS 

It was with some 
trepidation that I arrived 
at Ampfield Village Hall 
at 7am for our second 
model show. Could we 
match last year’s event 
or were we going to face 
the “difficult second show” syndrome, preparation seemed so 
much easier than last – so what had we missed? Was anybody 
going to come? 

Well as we now know I need not have worried, the show was an 
outstanding success judging by the feedback we have received 
and the dramatic increase in revenue which will allow is to make 
a sizable donation to our charity “Simon Says”. 

This is the story of the show from my perspective…. 

 

SETTING UP 

Friday was a busy day for Paul and I as we had a 
significant number of chores to perform. We both 
headed to Makro to pick up the canteen supplies. Last 
year we purchased too much and had lots left over 
(hence our BBQ) , this year we intended to buy less but 
what if more people needed feeding? After lots of 
“umming and arring” we had a loaded car and 
proceeded to pick up the marquee from my brother in 
law – then it was back to my house and lunch. I spent 
the afternoon making some additional signage while 
Paul returned to Makro to get a few things we missed 
(we really must make a list next year!). 

At 4pm we arrived at the hall, along with a significant 
number of club members to start setting up. By 6:30 pm 
we were done, the marquee went up without drama, 
tables were put out, signage blu taked to the walls 
(thanks to Dave’s daughter) and Romsey Modellers 
Removals Inc successfully moved the boardroom table 
to the stage without a scratch.  

We left Paul to wait for Sean to arrive with the kits, it 
wasn’t until later that we learnt that Sean had had written off his car on the way to the hall (thank 
God the kits were undamaged!- err along with Sean) . 

 SHOW DAY 

When I arrived at 7am, there already was a gaggle of enthusiastic club members waiting to complete 
the set up. The main jobs were to erect the patio gazebos, put out the road signage and set up our 
display table. All of which proceeded smoothly.  Soon the clubs started arriving, guided safely into the 
car park by Keith.  I was put to work creating model labels for our display, from a list that Karl read to 

 

Karl supervises one of our professional 
marquee erectors (if our insurers ask!) 
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me as I typed. Unfortunately this resulted in a number of minor errors, such as Alvis in Eden getting 
translated to Elvis in Eden (well he may have been there!).  

By 8:00 the Three Amigos in the 
kitchen – Andy, Luke and Malcolm 
had started churning out bacon 
rolls. Now I must admit I was a little 
concerned when it was suggested 
that these three would perform 
kitchen duty but bloody hell they 
did good! Their efficiency, good 
humour and hard work resulted in 
spectacular takings in the kitchen – 
thanks lads. 

By 9am bacon was running out so I 
made a very fast “mercy” mission 
to pick up extra supplies from Aldi 
in Romsey which I achieved at 
break neck pace in under 20 mins – 
it was unfortunate that my 

theatrical mad dash back into the kitchen fell flat, as I found the room empty as the guys had decided 
to take a well earnt break. 

In my absence the hall had certainly filled up, with all the tables now containing models. There was a 
little reorganisation to do to fit in the Air Cadets and move Andy Argent who had arrived with some 
“Militia colleagues” and needed more room. 

Will got the tombola underway 
which unlike last year lasted most of 
the day, I’m sure some “punters” 
from last year were disappointed 
they didn’t win with every ticket, 
but it was for charity… 

At 10 the show officially opened 
and people started to come through 
the door, Richard did a great job in 
extorting encouraging concessions 
to make a charity donation. Overall 
we had more people through the 
door this year, which hopefully 
showed we got the publicity right. 

By mid-morning the room was 
heaving, and our traders Aerobilia 
and MAN models were doing some 
brisk trade. The same could not be said for our trade store, we had a number of high price kits which 
did seem to be what the “punters” wanted this year. We also “suffered” from being opposite Nigel 
and Barry selling kits for Chris Pearce (not that we are complaining), who ended the day after raising 
a massive £1400 for Chris’s care – well done. 

I took the opportunity of visiting and photographing the club displays (see Photos), again everybody I 
spoke to was very complementary of the show.  

I was delighted to meet Noel Baker who came along despite being severely handicapped by MS. He 
previously had been a very skilled modeller as attested by the excellent Ferret and FV432 Ambulance 

 

“Service” 

 

The punters are let in 
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that he allowed us to display on our table. He really enjoyed the show and his visit has got him thinking 
about doing some modelling again. 

Lunch service started at 12 with the production of burgers, which resulted in queues for the kitchen. 
By 1:30 we had pretty much sold out, and it was time for a beer (don’t tell Poole) for the kitchen staff 
(kindly supplied by Dave Pogson). 

By mid-afternoon the tombola was pretty much done, with the few remaining prizes being auctioned 
off by Will. Paul announced the best in show competition winner (see next session) and we were on 
the home straight.  

We managed to get a 
group shot, of many of the 
club members that 
appears on the front cover, 
before 3:30 arrived and 
the clubs started to pack 
up. The day had flown by, 
compared to last year it 
was much more relaxing – 
there were no panics and 
the show pretty much ran 
itself, thanks to the 
excellent efforts of our 
members. 

The clean-up started at 
4pm and by 5:30 we were 
done and headed for the 
Potters Heron for a well-
earned beer. 

It now feels that we have a successful formula and which with a few tweaks can be deployed next year 
and beyond. The show successfully promoted the club, raised a good sum for Simon Says and added 
to the enjoyment of our hobby – JOB DONE! 

PHOTOS 

 

  
I’m glad it wasn’t like this all day! “20p a ticket – everyone’s a winner (ish)” 

 

And Rest 
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MAN Models Welcome to Dreamland 

  
Our dynamic sales team But there was more goin on next door 

  
Aldingbourne Modellers Tangmere Sector(AKA The Popular Front of Aldingbourne) 

  
Tanks , Tanks Tanks Castle Road Modellers 
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If your not on the list your not coming in Beer and cake for the kitchen crew 

  
Simon’s  “little tank” A selection of Kevon Peart’s Figures 

  
Les Garagestas Romsey Modellers’ Display 

  
Andy Argent’s latest Masterpiece “The Modelling Militia” 
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Noel Baker’s excellent APC Ambulance Ju88 on the Newbury table 

  
Space 1999 Eagle from Farnborough Aerobilia 

  
Air Cadets  and Kevin’s Figures Nice diorama on the Southampton table 

  
A made rush for the doors The aftermath 
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BEST IN SHOW COMPETITION, ROMSEY SCALE MODEL SHOW JULY 15TH  

PAU L ADA MS  

We decided at a late show organising meeting that it would be a good idea to 
hold a best in show competition during our annual model show. The winning 
model would be judged by the visiting clubs, who’s task it was to pick their 
favourite three models from everything that was on display (except Romsey’s 
table) – which turned out to be a difficult task given the quality of models 
around the hall.  

Following some 
instruction from 
Mark Husband 
(many thanks 

Mark) the participating clubs sought out 
their winner, and played their part very 
well. We used the same scoring system 
we use at our own club nights to good 
effect. 9 models got votes for best in 
show, with the winner, IPMS Salisbury’s 
Rick Williams and his ‘An Unexpected 
Bounty’ diorama emerging just ahead of 
second placed Andy Argent and his jaw 
dropping rusting Chevrolet.  

Rick’s diorama was superbly done and a 
very popular winner with the other clubs. 
Rick received a best of show trophy, a family portrait session (courtesy of Malcolm Childs) and a 1/35th  
Takom MKIV male kit for his efforts.  

THE TOP 5 MODELS AS VOTED FOR BY THE VISITING CLUBS 

 

Entrant Model Title 1st’s (3 pts) 2nd’s (2 pts) 3rd’s (1 pts) Total points Placing 

Rick Williams 
An Unexpected 

Bounty 
III I  11 1st 

Andy Argent 
Rusting 1/12th 

Chevrolet 
III   9 2nd 

Paul Capon Carry Out  III  6 3rd 

Alex Payne Ferrari F500/2 I I  5 Joint 4th 

Andy Argent Room with a View I I  5 Joint 4th 

 

 

Rick William's receives his Best in Show Trophy... 
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Rick Williams Best in show -  ‘An Unexpected Bounty’.  The diorama depicts US troops enjoying a wine cellar 

they’ve discovered in a french town.  All in 1/35th with a scratchbiult biulding. I particualry liked the figures 

and groundwork.   

WOT I DUN THIS MUNF  
STEVE EDWARDS 

Ok, so let’s make it clear right from the 
start – I have done no modelling in the 
last month! My last modelling was back 
in March before the motorcycle riding 
season started. But following an email 
from Gray, I have been shamed into 
doing an article and especially as I have 
not made many club nights this year I 
thought people may be interested in 
what I have completed earlier in the 
year. 
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For several years I have had started, but not completed, several of the old Airfix 1/12 scale Historical 
figures. 

Now, I know that by today’s standards these kits leave a lot to be desired, but a lot of my modelling is 
nostalgia driven, and I am not going to apologise for that. 

These models put a smile on my face when completed, so that’s the only justification I need for doing 
them. 

Joan of Arc was completed some years 
ago, but all the others were finished this 
year between January and March. 

I still have 8 more to complete, plus the 
Skinners horse to restore that Nigel kindly 
gave me. The only one missing from the 
series is the Boy Scout, and sadly that may 
never change as even badly made 
examples fetch stupid money on eBay.  

My next offering is also an old Airfix kit, 
the 54mm French Grenadier. These kits 
however, have stood the test of time and 

are still considered to be very good – even by today’s standards. It’s a pity Airfix did not see fit to re-
release them for the Battle of Waterloo Anniversary as I am sure 
they would have been well received. The good news is that most 
of the foot soldiers are still available on eBay for about £5 a 
time. 

I have only 2 more foot soldiers to complete – both already 
started of course – and several mounted, and I will have the 
whole series completed. 

My last offering for this month’s article I would consider to be 
much more serious modelling. The Tamiya German Half-Track 
mounted AA gun.  

This was built over Christmas last year and I found it a 
challenging but satisfying model to build. As can be seen from 
the photos it is not totally finished. The figures still need some 
work, I still need to get the courage up to do the whitewashing, and rather annoyingly I have noticed 
that some of the mesh has come adrift and will need re-attaching.  
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So that’s it, hope some of you have found the article interesting, and who knows – I may write another 
one in a couple of years! 

 

TTFN 

 

Steve 
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KITASTROPHIK KOGITATIONS  

GRAY SHARPLING  

 A NEW (HOPEFULLY) REGULAR MONTHLY COLUMN 

After hearing Tony’s plea for more magazine articles at the late-July club meeting, and after some 
soul-searching, I present for your amusement and delectation the first in what I hope will be a regular 
column every, or almost-every, month.  My vague remit, which I have given myself, is to give an update 
on my builds; or alternatively, if progress has been slow, perhaps a few comments on any other 
modelling-related topics that happen to catch my attention. 

 MODELLING MOJO 

This month I am going to talk about losing 
one’s modelling-mojo.  This may be 
something some of you gentle readers have 
never experienced, but I seem to go 
through a “slack period” every year at some 
point.  However, this year it seems to be its 
worst since I got back into the hobby in 
2011.  As most of you know already if you 
regularly read the club magazine, I started 
a build of the Kitty Hawk 1/48 F-35B 
Lightning II back in December 2016.  No, 
that’s not a typo – over 6 months ago!  But 
after writing two articles, I have done 
almost nothing at all since March.  
Although it is well known to most of you that I am usually one of the slowest modellers in the club at 
the best of times, I fully admit this is getting ridiculous, even for me.  So what’s going on? 

First of all, let me explain a little of my modelling mentality.  Unlike many, if not most, of you I am not 
someone who can work on multiple projects simultaneously.  As the shelves of my man-cave can 
attest: if I put one project aside in order to start a second, then it is very unlikely I will ever get back 
around to the first project again.  I have at least two half-or-less finished models sitting on the shelves 
that, if I am honest with myself, I cannot see ever getting completed.  I am not sure I can explain why 
this is.  It’s just the way my “mojo” works.  The nearest explanation I can give is that, by starting a 
second project, I have already given-up on the first? 

So with that in mind, what’s happened to my F-35?  Well, three main things have combined to sap my 
enthusiasm.  The first is the quality of the kit itself.  It’s bloody awful.  Although the detail and general 
accuracy seem to be pretty good, the engineering and fit are just terrible.  I feel like I’m back in the 
1970’s fighting with the worst that Revell or Frog could produce.  How Kitty Hawk could put such a 
product on the shelves in the 21st Century is beyond me. 

 
Kitty Hawk quality - these parts should align perfectly.  Hardly encourages one to sit at the bench… 
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The second reason is probably my own 
darned fault for being too ambitious?  I 
normally try to do one major, and one or 
two minor projects in a year.  This being 
my major project, I like to try and push 
myself to attempt new techniques or add 
features beyond what I may have done in 
the past.  This time, I thought to add 
some extra scratch-built details to the 
wheel-wells and weapons bays, and then 
have the aircraft posed with every door 
and hatch open, possibly even sitting on 
a mirror-base.  Well, I appear to have 
over-estimated the effort involved.  I am 
currently at a place where I seem to 

spend hour after hour cutting tiny slivers of lead foil to make almost unfeasibly small support brackets 
for the additional pipework and plumbing I have added to the wheel-wells and weapons bays from 
spare wire.  It is repetitive, and fiddly work, and just the thought that I still have several hours of this 
drudgery remaining before it’s done means my enthusiasm for sitting at the bench is at its lowest ebb 
for years. 

The last reason is the age-old one of available time vs available energy and enthusiasm.  For various 
reasons, I just don’t seem to have much spare time to do modelling.  When I do have the time, my 
enthusiasm to sit at the bench is very low – see points one and two above!  And when I do think “today 
I do actually want do some modelling”, then I seem to not have the time.  Getting both time and 
energy to coincide is the hard part. 

Before you all start having a go at me, I am fully aware that I need to just extract the proverbial digit 
from the proverbial orifice, “power through” and get it done.  Once I get past this blockage (both real 
and imagined), then I can move on to the more interesting aspects of the build – the engine, vectoring 
nozzle, lift fan, and then button-up the fuselage and get on with finishing the sucker.  I do still want to 
see it finished, honest guv!  I do not want to put it down, as I know it would never get re-started if I 
did.  My original intention when I started in December, don’t all laugh at once, was to have it done for 
the April/May St. George’s competition (it’s going to be an RAF variant).  Well we’ve just had the July 
Non-ART “Test Trout” competition, so my next hope is that I can get it done in time for Telford in 
November. 

Every morning and every 
evening, as I reach across to 
open and close the curtains, I 
see the un-changed model 
parts sitting there accusingly; 
and I feel the guilt at my lack of 
progress hit me for the 
umpteenth time.  So if nothing 
else, I am hoping that the act 
of writing this column, and 
making the personal 
commitment to try and write 
something about modelling 
every month, even if it’s just a 
few paragraphs, will 
encourage me to get off my fat 
a**e and back to the 
modelling bench!  

 
Stuck in a rut making tiny lead-foil brackets. 

Boring….! 

 

I feel like a modelling fraud every time I look at this un changing 
devastation… 
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AIRFIX 1/72 B-17G FLYING FORTRESS (PART 2) 
BY TONY ADAMS 

PAINTING 

At the end of last month’s article, I had completed the basic assembly 
and was ready to slap on some paint. I applied an Eduard mask set to the huge number of clear parts 
(I decided that this was a good investment as bare metal foil masking would have taken days to 
undertake). High density packaging foam was cut and stuffed into large openings, like the forward 

turret and wheel bays, blu tak 
was also deployed to plug 
gaps. 

When finally ready I sprayed a 
primer coat of black Mr 
Surfacer 1500 over the whole 
model. 

I thought I had done a decent 
job cleaning up seam lines 
etc, but the primer showed 
areas that needed more work. 
As the aircraft was going to be 
bare metal these would stand 
out terribly. So there followed 
a number of iterations of 
filling, sanding and repriming. 
Mr Surfacer is a great micro 

filler which removes small imperfections very well, once applied I used Micromesh in successively finer 
grades to polish up the surface until I was happy. Inevitably some surface detail was lost during the 
process and this was restored using a Tamiya panel scribe 

The primer was polished with 3000 grit micromesh to give a smooth surface for the metailiser coat. 

 

The metaliser I used was AK  – Xtreame Metal – Polished Aluminium, this is 
not cheap at £6 a bottle ( from MAN models) but it sprays really well and 
can be buffed to give a mirror finish. This was sprayed in several thin coats 
(I used almost the whole bottle).  When dry I buffed the surface using 

Micromesh 4000 until I had a 
very smooth surface. This was 

 

The primer coat applied 
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far easier on the wings which ended up very shiny compared with the fuselage which still had a slightly 
matt texture – this is something I will pay more attention to next time I attempt a BMF.  

  
The fin stripe was masked , fortunately no paint was 

pulled off when I removed the tape 
I mixed the stripe colour using a variety of Tamiya 

paints, it looks close to the photos I have. 

  

I used the new flexible Tamiya tape to mask the 
curves of the anti-glare panel 

Some panels such as the engine nacelles were 
painted using Alclad Duralumin 

 
Once the major painting was complete, the engines, propellers and turrets were painted and 
assembled. 

  
The engines are superb, they were painted semi-gloss black and dry brushed in silver to bring out the detail. 
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The propellers painted and decalled 

 

I had few problems applying the Kits World decals, I used the main insignias from the kit decals along 
with a load of stencil marking. The decals were sealed with a coat of Future. 

I enhanced the panel lines using dark brown Flory wash after deciding that my standard black wash 
would look to stark , I think this was a good move. This was sealed with a final coat of future which I 
polished with Micromesh once dry. As the aircraft is currently flying and well looked after I avoided 
the temptation of doing much weathering other than adding a little exhaust staining. 

  
Brown panel line wash The ball turret ready to be fitted. 

It was just left to add the wheels, guns, etc.  I removed the cockpit (which had only been tacked on) 
and managed to manipulate the front side guns into position. The chin turret and top turrets proved 
no problem, however the ball turret could not be fitted onto its mount now that the 
fuselage was closed (to be fair the instructions did say this needed to be in place early 
in the build, I left it off to protect it).  

After much swearing I simply pushed   
it into place, leaving off its 
mounting (it looks Ok - just 
don’t look too 
close). 
 
This model was 
great fun, not too frustrating and  
certainly improved my BM painting skills.   
I wouldn’t mind doing another. 
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TRUMPETER 1/35 DF-21 BALLISTIC MISSILE LAUNCHER (PART 1).  
KARL SCAMMELL 

 

I am gradually working my way 
through the various major kit 
manufacturers since returning to the 
hobby a couple of years ago and this 
kit ticks the Trumpeter box.  

The kit consists of over 800 parts and 
when built will measure over 400mm 
long, so it’s massive in every sense.   

 

 

 

 

BACKGROUND. 

The Dong Feng 21(DF21) was originally developed in the sixties by the Chinese as a strategic weapon. 
It is a two-stage solid fuel rocket, single warhead medium range ballistic missile system. Although 
weapon development began in the sixties, it took some 25 years before it was first deployed in 1991. 
The missile is launched from a Transporter-Erector-Launcher(TEL) vehicle. It is cold launched from its 
canister with motor ignition occurring approximately 20 metres above the launch vehicle. The TEL 
consists of a tractor vehicle and an open flat top trailer with a single launch platform at the rear. The 
missile test and targeting functions are undertaken from separate logistics and command vehicles, 
typically a six-vehicle convoy is used on deployments.  

BUILD 

As already mentioned in the introduction this kit consists of over 800 parts including photo-etch, 
rubber tyres, hose and metal axles. The kit comes with a comprehensive 28-page instruction manual. 
As one would expect with a kit of this complexity, the manual breaks down the build sequence into a 
series of sub-assemblies starting with the cab. 

CAB 

I started with assembly of the cab interior which consists 
of the dash board, front seats, rear bench seat, various 
levers and pedals. To add interest, I intended to add two 
figures, however this plan had to be changed half way 
through the build.  

With the interior assembly complete it was then onto 
spraying the interior. All the interior cab surfaces were 
sprayed with an acrylic light green. The dash board, 
steering wheel, levers and pedals were all sprayed flat 
black and the seats, leather brown. 

 

 

 

 

Completed cab interior  
(figures later removed). 
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With the cab interior completed it was then onto the cab shell.  After 
fitting the various handles and roof filter I decided to spray the exterior 
surfaces ahead of fitting the various lights.  

The colour scheme detailed in the instructions calls for an overall dark 
green scheme so to give some tonal variation a combination of the 
following acrylics were used for all the major exterior surfaces. 

Tamiya Dark Green XF-61 

Model Master Russian Armour Green  

With the exterior cab surfaces sprayed I then fitted the lights which 
protruded through the radiator grill followed by the mirrors and 
windscreen wipers. The last job was to fit the glazing for the various cab 
windows, a job I wasn’t looking forward to. It started reasonably well until 
I scratched one of the windows and then trying to subsequently polish out 
the scratch, I managed to crack the window across one corner. I did 
consider making a replacement out of some clear PVC I had, but I would have struggled to accurately 
replicate the radiuses so in the end I glued the window back together and used it. Hopefully, no one 
will notice! The last jobs on the cab exterior were to fit the mirrors and the windscreen wipers.  For 
the wipers there were two options, either use the wipers from the sprue or use the photo etch version 
which required joining the blade and the arm, followed by attaching to the body. However, when 
examining both versions of the wiper, it became apparent that neither version would sit flush against 
the windscreen. With this kit, the word compromise readily springs to mind.    

 

ENGINE ASSEMBLY 

The engine is relatively detailed; however, the instructions are not particularly clear as to where some 
of the components should be located. This was to cause significant issues further on in the build 
sequence particularly when lining up the exhaust and air filter assemblies to the manifolds.  

  

Engine detail. 

The engine was sprayed overall in gun metal grey with individual components picked out using silver, 
red, black and blue. I then assembled the gearbox which was far simpler and sprayed it as per the 
engine. 

TRACTOR UNIT CHASSIS. 

With the engine and gearbox complete, I then started on the assembly of the chassis and suspension 
for the tractor unit. Assembly of the chassis was extremely time consuming with multiple parts and 

 

Scratch- built handle 
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sub-assemblies going into it.  I also decided to spray the chassis at this point as well, as masking the 
engine, gearbox and exhaust system once assembled would be tricky. This is quite an old kit (released 
2001) and some of the components suffered from large injector pin marks and seam lines.  

At this stage, the engine and 
gearbox were fitted into position 
within the chassis frame. The 
engine proved a little tricky to fit 
into position with it having to be ‘in 
between’ the chassis frame. Once 
the engine and gearbox were in 
position, the front 
suspension/steering rack was then 
mounted directly below the engine. 
The main issue that came to light 
once the engine was fitted into the 
chassis, was that the cab could not 
be shown in the closed position due 
to the engine being too high. 
Having restudied the instructions, it 
was still not clear as to why this 

should be as the engine appeared to correspond to the position shown in the instructions. So, the cab 
would now be in the raised position which meant that the figures would have to be removed. The 
benefit of having a raised cab is that at least all the engine detail can be seen.   I didn’t have any 
problems attaching the various driveshafts between the engine and gearbox etc. However, I did have 
problems with the alignment of the right-hand exhaust and air filters with the engine manifolds. To 
overcome these issues, I scratch built some additional components to take up the misalignment. 

 

 

 

Front suspension. 
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The two photos above were taken at approximately the half way point of completing the build of the 
tractor unit chassis assembly. 

The kit comes supplied with 1mm diameter PVC tube which is used in a variety of areas including the 
centre and rear axles. However, after fitting the first set of tubes to the centre axle, they looked slightly 
too large for the scale. Therefore, I subsequently decided to use 20 SWG solder wire painted black for 
the hydraulic pipes which seemed to look better at this scale. 

 

 

Rear axle showing pipework 

With the pipes all added, the axles could then be joined to the chassis, followed by the air filters, fuel 
tanks and fenders. The chassis could then be mounted onto its wheels which proved to be a relatively 
straightforward process.  

  

Wheels on. Close up showing engine block and air filters. 

Before fitting the cab to the chassis, I applied a Flory Dark Grime wash to the engine block, gear box, 
chassis and suspension to give everything a slightly used look. In addition, I selectively applied the Mig 
Oil/Grease wash to the drive shaft joints, hydraulic lines and engine/gearbox areas.  

Sadly, fitting the cab to the chassis in the raised position proved to be a real challenge. There were 
numerous issues with this stage mostly relating to alignment and it was also extremely difficult to fit 
the pins that hold the cab to the chassis. I substituted the supplied plastic pins with shortened steel 
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veneer pins to try and make the process easier. However, aligning the holes and then inserting the pin 
verged on ‘mission impossible’. It took me an hour to finally get the pins inserted and in the process 
knocked off a lot of the already glued components due to the handling. With the cab finally attached 
to the chassis the tractor unit was complete and I could move onto the trailer assembly which I will 
detail in part 2.  

Below are some pictures of the completed tractor unit.  
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CLUB DIARY 2017 

 

2017 

August 2nd 
August 16th  

Early Club Night 
Late Club Night 

August 6th 

August 13th 
Boscombe Down Model Show  
Avon Model Show  

September 6th  
September 20th 

  

Early Club Night 
Late Club Night 
       -Photo Shoot 

September 16th IPMS Farnborough Show 

October 4th  
October 18th  

Early Club Night 
Late Club Night 

October 7th 

 
Bovington Autumn Show (TBC) 

November  1st 
November 15th  

Early Club Night 
Annual Competition 

November 11th/12th 

 
November 26th 

Scale ModelWorld 2017 
 
Middle Wallop Show (TBC) 

Bugle Call  

December 6th 
December 20th  

Early Club Night 
Xmas Night 

  

 

Next Meeting: Wednesday August 2nd          (8pm to 10pm) 

CONTACT INFO 

Web Site wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk  email info@romseymodellers.co.uk 

Club President   Paul Adams 
Club Secretary   Tony Adams Tel: 01794 519153 
Magazine Editor Tony Adams Tel: 07736555664  email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk 
Treasurer  Paul Adams 
Show Secretary  Mark Husband Tel: 07806 636208 email: ariel.19@hotmail.co.uk 
Competition Secretary   Sean Summers  

Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication 

Tony Adams 
Paul Adams 
Karl Scammell 

Steve Edwards 
Gray Sharpling 

  

http://www.romseymodellers.co.uk/
file:///C:/Users/Administrator/AppData/Roaming/Microsoft/Word/info@romseymodellers.co.uk
file:///C:/modelling/Newletter/December%202009/tony@romseymodellers.co.uk
mailto:ariel.19@hotmail.co.uk
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FINDING US 

Ampfield Village 
Hall 
Morleys Lane 
Romsey 
Hampshire 
SO51 9BJ 

 

  

BACK ISSUES 

For those of you that are new to this publication is it worth noting that a full archive of The Romsey 
Modeller (now almost 100 issues) plus its predecessor “Update” are available on our web site at 
https://www.romseymodellers.co.uk/magazine 

    

    

 

Articles and news are always welcome for inclusion in this magazine. Note all views and information 
thus expressed are solely those of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the views of the 
editor or the club as a whole. Copyright: Romsey Modellers 2017 

https://www.romseymodellers.co.uk/magazine

